Introduction
There exist many various axiom systems of Euclidean geometry, based on various primitive notions. Usually two primitive notions are consider, one -describes metric properties, second is responsible for order.
The approach which we propose allows to investigate in the natural way both the metric structure and the geometrical order with the help of a single notion.
In [1] K. Prazmowski has shown that the relation of isosceles trapezium T, may be used to describe the Euclidean geometry. In this paper we consider the relation of directed isosceles trapezium, denoted by T. This relation may be interpreted in the Euclidean space as follows: ablcd means that the vectors ab and cd have the same direction and the common bisector hyperplane. Clearly this relation induces the metric structure of the underlying Euclidean space, i.e. the equidistance relation. As the analogue of geometrical order we choose an ordering function introduced by E. Sperner in [3], A family E of involutions of a nonempty set X is called perfect family of involutions provided it satisfies the following conditions:
Relation of directed trapezium
From Theorem 2 and Proposition 1 we get: For every a G E(~X) we define the relation X X X as follows: • Note that if we consider (classical) example of directed trapezium T in an ordered Euclidean space and we identify every reflection a £ E = E(T) with its axis Fix(cr) then every function v -z/(T,u>) defined as above with u being a selecting map for E corresponds to an ordering function in the sence of Sperner (cf. [3] ) suitable for Euclidean space.
Family of involutions and ordering function v
Let E be an arbitrary family of bijections of a set X and let ¡/bea map v : E x X I-»{-1,0,1}. We define the relation II = II(i7, v) as follows: Proof. The implication («i=) follows by Theorem 7. Now let (X;T) be an ordered trapezium space and let £ = X"(T). By Theorem 3, £ is a perfect family of involutions of X. By Lemma 5, there exists a selectiong map u for £\ let v = u(J,u).
By Lemma 6, u satisfies the conditions N1 and N2. Now we prove that T = n(i7, v). Let T' = i/). Assume that as well.
•
All the above considerations we may recapitulate in THEOREM 9 (representation theorem).
T = IL(£(T),v(T,u)). m
In general, given any perfect family of involutions £ of a nonempty set X and arbitrary functions : £ X X >->{-1,0,1} satisfying N1 and N2; one asks when U(£,vi) = Ii(£,v 2 ). We have = -1 but it is not true. •
